
Adventure Peak: Guide for Ski School Usage of Ridge Rider Mountain Coaster & Tubing Hill 

Winter 2018-19 

 
*The following information is subject to change at any time based on environment, guest numbers, or at 

the discretion of on-site AP leadership. Holiday and Weekend participation is restricted. On slower 

weekdays your instructors and guides are welcome to enjoy one run on the coaster and one run on the 

tubing hill per group. Your group must follow the normal line (no cutting) and are responsible for your 

own usage of time so please plan accordingly.  

*Due to your students having already signed waivers, no waiver needs to be signed at the activity 

location. However, instructors MUST be with them to vouch for their being students at the Host 

locations. Instructors are encouraged to participate with their groups, especially with children, and 

remain at the activity until all students have finished to avoid confusion or separation. Please do not 

make AP staff responsible for watching your minors on the mountain. 

 *Please note, family members or other guests who are not in your class may NOT participate without 

purchasing their own ticket. AP staff should not have to escort children up the tubing lift if they can’t 

carry their own tube, and AP staff can’t be a driver for any minor who wishes to be a passenger on the 

coaster. 

Basic Rules for every guest: 

Coaster: All guests must attend an orientation given by our Host that includes:  

1. Physical acknowledgement of inherent risk (thumbs up). 

2. Must have closed-toe shoes/boots securely fastened (ski boots OK). 

3. Must not have any recent surgeries, injuries, be under the influence of drugs/alcohol, pregnant, 

have a heart condition or prone to seizures/feinting. 

4. If riding solo, driver must be at least 54” tall and at least 8 years of age. 

5. If two riders, driver must be at least 16 years of age and passenger must be at least 38” tall and 

at least 3 years of age. Driver should always be taller than the passenger.  

6. Combined weight of passengers should not exceed 375lbs in dry conditions and 330lbs in wet. 

7. Ride time is approx. 5 minutes. No bags allowed, both hands must be on brakes (no holding 

phones). 

8. Long hair must be tied back.  

9. ADA guests welcome as long as they meet the standard requirements or have sufficient 

assistance case-by-case. Please speak to leadership prior to ensure the best experience possible. 

Tubing Hill: All guests must attend an orientation given by our Host that includes: 

1. Physical acknowledgement of inherent risk (thumbs up) & physically able to pull tube up the lift. 

2. Must be at least 42” for normal tubing hill. Must be less than 42” for mini tubing. 

3. Must have closed-toe shoes/boots securely fastened (ski boots OK but must ride solo). 

4. Must not have any recent surgeries, injuries, be under the influence of drugs/alcohol, pregnant, 

have a heart condition or prone to seizures/feinting. 

5. Bags may be tucked inside tube or worn on the chest. 

6. Body-mounted cameras are OK, no selfie sticks are allowed. 

7. Riding as doubles or triples is based on moment-to-moment conditions and never guaranteed. 

8. ADA guests welcome as long as they meet the standard guest requirements or have sufficient 

assistance case-by-case. Please speak to leadership prior to ensure the best experience possible. 


